Different cell types within a single organism are generally distinguished by strikingly different patterns of gene expression, which are dynamic throughout development and adult life. Distal enhancer elements are key drivers of spatiotemporal specificity in gene regulation. Often located tens of kilobases from their target promoters and functioning in an orientation-independent manner, the identification of bona fide enhancers has proved a formidable challenge. With the development of ChIPseq, global cataloging of putative enhancers has become feasible. Here, we review the current understanding of the chromatin landscape at enhancers and how these chromatin features enable robust identification of tissue-specific enhancers.
Different cell types within a single organism are generally distinguished by strikingly different patterns of gene expression, which are dynamic throughout development and adult life. Distal enhancer elements are key drivers of spatiotemporal specificity in gene regulation. Often located tens of kilobases from their target promoters and functioning in an orientation-independent manner, the identification of bona fide enhancers has proved a formidable challenge. With the development of ChIPseq, global cataloging of putative enhancers has become feasible. Here, we review the current understanding of the chromatin landscape at enhancers and how these chromatin features enable robust identification of tissue-specific enhancers.
All multicellular organisms are faced with a daunting challenge: the establishment of tissue-and temporal-specific transcriptional programs from a single genome sequence. Spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression is a complex process involving the coordinated actions of transcription factors and chromatin-remodeling and chromatin-modifying enzymes as well as distinct classes of functional elements, including promoters, insulators, and enhancers. Enhancers are speculated to be the most abundant class of regulatory element, perhaps making up as much as 10% of the human genome (1) .
Enhancers were initially identified in cell culture using transient reporter assays as sequences that up-regulated transcription without regard to orientation or distance (2, 3) . This flexibility in location and function has posed a significant obstacle to comprehensive cataloging of enhancers in comparison with other elements such as promoters, which can be characterized by 5Ј-sequencing of genes, or insulators, which are generally bound by the CCCTC-binding factor and tend to be invariant across cell types (4, 5) . Various techniques have been used to locate enhancers, including mapping of open chromatin by DNase I hypersensitivity (6, 7) or formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) 2 (8, 9) and analysis of evolutionary conservation of putative enhancer sequences, with the assumption that functional sequences are under a high degree of evolutionary constraint (10) . Although these methods have identified a large number of functional regulatory elements, there are limitations associated with each. Sites of open chromatin overlap many types of regulatory elements, including promoters, enhancers, and insulators (6 -8) ; thus, it cannot be determined without functional studies or additional genomic data if a site of open chromatin is in fact an enhancer. It has also become apparent that many enhancers are not as highly conserved as predicted (10 -15) , likely leading to a poor rate of enhancer discovery using sequence conservation alone.
The development of chromatin immunoprecipitation with massively parallel short read sequencing (ChIP-seq) has enabled genome-wide mapping of hundreds of histone modifications, transcription factors, and other chromatin-bound proteins (16 -19) . In particular, the study of enhancers, whose identification had previously proved quite challenging for the reasons described above, has benefitted from the rapid maturation of ChIP-seq. Here, we discuss the current understanding of chromatin features at enhancers as determined by ChIP-seq.
H3K4me1 and P300
Early studies profiling the genomic distributions of histone modifications focused on H3K4me1 3 in the absence of H3K4me3, which is highly enriched at promoters, as a chromatin signature of enhancers. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation with tiled microarray analysis (ChIP-chip), Heintzman et al. (22, 23) identified binding sites for the acetyltransferase P300, a known enhancer-binding protein (20, 21) . The majority of promoter-distal P300-binding sites showed robust enrichment of H3K4me1, suggesting that this histone mark constituted a chromatin signature of enhancers (22, 23 ). An important insight from initial genomic mapping of H3K4me1 was that its distribution tended to be highly cell type-specific, in contrast to H3K4me3, which tended to be invariant across cell types (5, 22, 23) , consistent with the fact that enhancers generally act in a cell type-specific manner. However, H3K4me1 alone was found not to be absolutely predictive of enhancer activity. When a subset of distal H3K4me1 sites were tested in reporter assays, seven of nine sites were active (22) . Additionally, further studies of enhancer-associated histone modifications by ChIP-seq showed that H3K4me3 was enriched at a subset of putative enhancers (24, 25) , suggesting that enrichment of H3K4me1 in the absence of H3K4me3, although a robust predictor of activity, might not identify all active enhancers in the genome.
Other studies focused on P300 binding without regard to H3K4me1 enrichment. Visel et al. (26) performed P300 ChIPseq in mouse embryonic forebrain, midbrain, and hind limb and cloned P300-binding sites from each tissue for in vivo * This work was supported, in whole or in part, by National Institutes of Health Grant R01 HD056369 from NICHD and Grant 5R01 HG004722 from the National Human Genome Research Institute (to P. C. S.). This the first article in the Thematic Minireview Series on Results from the ENCODE Project: Integrative Global Analyses of Regulatory Regions in the Human Genome. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: pxs183@case.edu. 2 The abbreviations used are: FAIRE, formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements; mESC, mouse embryonic stem cell; hESC, human embryonic stem cell; pol II, RNA polymerase II; ncRNA, noncoding RNA.
reporter assays. This method yielded an overall 87% success rate in predicting tissue-specific enhancer activity. Notably, this was a robust increase in accuracy (87% versus 46%) compared with previous studies predicting enhancers on the basis of sequence conservation (27, 28) . Further studies also showed that P300 binding could identify poorly conserved enhancers in mouse embryonic hearts with a 75% success rate (29) . Thus, although P300, like H3K4me1, was a strong predictor of enhancer activity, the failure of P300 binding to completely predict enhancer activity suggested that additional chromatin features at enhancers might provide more power in detecting active enhancers.
Subclassification of Enhancers: H3K27 Modifications
Recent studies have focused on covalent modification of H3K27 as a means to subclassify enhancers. Global analysis of H3K27ac in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) and several differentiated mouse cell types revealed association of this mark with a fraction of putative enhancers (30), a finding confirmed in human ESCs (hESCs) (31) . Genes associated with H3K4me1
ϩ enhancers in human and mouse cells displayed higher expression than those lacking H3K27ac and were also associated with functional annotations relevant to the analyzed cell type (30, 31) . Thus, H3K4me1 ϩ ,H3K27ac ϩ enhancers represent cell type-specific active enhancers in both human and mouse cells. In contrast to active enhancers, H3K4me1 ϩ ,H3K27acϪ enhancers in ESCs were associated with differentiation-specific functions and genes encoding developmentally important transcription factors, suggesting that these enhancers might be poised for activation upon differentiation (30, 31) . Indeed, a number of mESC poised enhancers gained H3K27ac and were associated with increased gene expression upon differentiation, whereas mESC-specific enhancers lost H3K27ac or both H3K4me1 and H3K27ac and were associated with decreased gene expression (30) . A similar phenomenon was observed for hESC poised enhancers (31) . It is noteworthy that enhancers designated poised in hESCs were marked with H3K27me3, a hallmark of Polycomb repression (32) , in contrast to mESC poised enhancers. However, further studies of enhancer-associated histone marks in mESCs and differentiated mouse cells revealed that a fraction of enhancers did indeed contain H3K27me3 (33) . Furthermore, it was found that active, H3K27
Ϫ poised, and H3K27me3 ϩ poised enhancers could be stratified into three distinct groups by the expression and function of their associated genes. H3K4me1 ϩ enhancers were designated poised. Active enhancers could be subclassified based on their levels of H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, and poised enhancers could be subclassified based on their levels of H3K27me3. H3K9me3 was also able to distinguish poised enhancers, independent of H3K27me3 (33) . This is an interesting observation in light of a previous report implicating SETDB1, which trimethylates H3K9, in maintenance of the mESC state (34) . Poised enhancers were associated with developmental functions, whereas intermediate enhancers were linked to a variety of general nonspecific cellular functions (33) . Poised enhancers in mESCs and hESCs were bound by Polycomb proteins (31, 33) , consistent with the H3K27me3 enrichment seen at these sites. H3K27me3-marked poised enhancers were also detected in terminally differentiated mouse cell types, including adipocytes and macrophages, suggesting that Polycomb-mediated enhancer poising is not restricted to developmental cell types (33) .
Further classification of enhancers was also carried out by Ernst et al. (18) , who mapped chromatin dynamics in nine human cell lines. Two classes of active enhancers were defined based on aggregate enhancer characteristics across these cell types. One was characterized by robust enrichment of H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, and H3K9ac. The other contained robust H3K4me1 and H3K27ac and moderate H3K4me2 and H3K9ac. Two classes of weak or poised enhancers were also characterized. One was marked with moderate H3K4me1 and robust H3K4me2, whereas the other contained only moderate H3K4me1. No H3K27me3 enrichment was detected at weak/poised enhancers, contrary to a previous report on human poised enhancers (31) . It has been suggested that marking of enhancers with H3K27me3 is a developmental phenomenon (35) , and thus, the detection of enhancer chromatin features by aggregate characteristics across nine cell lines, only one of which was developmental (hESCs), may have obscured this characteristic. Consistent with previous findings, genes associated with active enhancers were associated with cell type-specific functions in each of the nine cell lines.
The characterization of active, intermediate, and poised enhancer classes sheds light on several reasons why previous approaches to enhancer identification were unable to absolutely predict activity. The association of H3K4me1 with both active and inactive enhancers is a simple explanation for the failure of some H3K4me1-marked regions to show activity in reporter assays (22) . It was also found in these studies that P300 was associated with all classes of enhancers (30, 31, 33) ; thus, the inactivity of a fraction of P300-bound regions in transgenic reporter assays (26, 29) is likely due to the fact that these were intermediate or poised enhancers. Finally, it was found that H3K27me3 ϩ poised enhancers were more highly conserved than other enhancer classes (31, 33) , suggesting that the inactivity of a large proportion of highly conserved elements in reporter assays (27, 28) may be due to a bias toward testing poised enhancers.
Transcriptional Chromatin Signatures at Enhancers
An intriguing recent finding potentially related to enhancer function is that a subset of active enhancers appear to produce a variety of noncoding transcripts (18, 36 -38) . ChIP-seq analysis of RNA polymerase II (pol II) and its serine 2/5-phosphorylated forms revealed their association with a large number of enhancers (33, 36, 38) . Additionally, a recent study has demonstrated the presence of substantial H3K36me3, indicative of transcriptional elongation (39) , at active enhancers (33), suggesting that active enhancers adopt a transcriptionally active chromatin state.
Given that active enhancers are associated with noncoding RNA (ncRNA) and show similar chromatin features to promoters, it has been suggested that active enhancers may actually be promoters regulating ncRNA expression rather than enhancers per se. However, active enhancers have little or no H3K4me3, which is generally high at promoters. Another potential scenario is that enhancer-associated ncRNAs are the product of leaky transcription from pol II promoters during transient looping of enhancers to promoters. Indeed, production of ncRNA from the Arc enhancer requires the presence of the Arc promoter (36) . Although the relation of enhancer transcription to enhancer function is largely unclear, there is some evidence that enhancer-associated transcripts are functional. The ␤-globin locus control region is unidirectionally transcribed into a ncRNA that promotes open chromatin throughout the ␤-globin locus (40) . The Evf-2 ncRNA, transcribed from the Dlx-5/6 ultraconserved region, acts as a transcriptional coactivator via association with Dlx-2 (41). Finally, several predicted enhancers bound by pol II in macrophages were able to activate transcription in luciferase assays (38) . However, in most cases, the true identity and function of enhancer-associated ncRNAs remain to be determined.
The Depth of Histone Modification at Enhancers
Although the studies described above have focused on only a handful of marks, there are several dozen characterized histone modifications, with more being discovered at a rapid pace (42) (43) (44) , suggesting that the spectrum of histone modifications at enhancers is likely much broader than is currently appreciated. Indeed, Wang et al. (24) , mapping 39 histone modifications in CD4 ϩ T cells by ChIP-seq, detected enrichment of many other modifications at putative enhancers, including multiple acetylations on H2A, H2B, and H4, H3K18ac, and H3K9me1. Mapping of histone marks in hESCs and IMR90 fibroblasts also revealed association of additional modifications at a subset of putative enhancers, including H2BK5ac, H3K18ac, and H4K5ac (45) . H3K18 can be acetylated by P300 (46 -48) , suggesting a further link between this modification and enhancer chromatin structure.
Histone Variants
In addition to histone modifications, variant forms of the canonical H2A and H3 histones (49) have been suggested to play a role in modulating enhancer chromatin structure. Previous studies have found enrichment of the universally conserved H2A variant H2A.Z (50) at putative enhancers (24, 25) . Enhancers have generally been considered to be nucleosome-depleted based on the results of DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq experiments (6, 31, 33) . Previous studies of nucleosomes containing the H3 variant H3.3 and the H2A variant H2A.Z indicated that these nucleosomes were unstable and disrupted by moderate salt conditions (51) . Subsequent genome-wide mapping of H3.3 and H2A.Z under conditions of low ionic strength demonstrated that H3.3/H2A.Z double variant nucleosomes were strongly enriched at putative enhancers (52) . This finding suggests that the chromatin accessibility of enhancers is not mediated by nucleosome depletion per se, but by the fragility of H3.3/ H2A.Z nucleosomes, and that standard protocols for assaying open chromatin involving moderate or high salt conditions lead to loss of double variant nucleosomes.
Cell Type-specific Transcription Factors
Transcription factor motif analysis has also been used to predict cell type-specific active enhancers. It is known that distal H3K4me1 sites are often bound by cell type-specific transcription factors, i.e. OCT4 in ESCs (30), FOXA1/2 in liver (53, 54) , and PU.1 in macrophages and B cells (55) . Ernst et al. (18) carried out an extensive analysis of transcription factor motifs within cell type-specific active enhancers across nine human cell lines and found strong enrichment of motifs for cell typespecific factors. For instance, robust enrichment of OCT4 motifs was found within hESC-specific active enhancers, whereas enrichment of motifs for liver transcription factors (HNF1, HNF4, and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-␥) was detected in active enhancers in the HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma line. Further analysis revealed robust correlations between enrichment of transcription factor motifs within active enhancers and the expression of their cognate factors across all nine cell lines. Thus, it may be inferred that cell type-specific transcription factors are key drivers of enhancer activity. Indeed, analysis of HepG2 enhancers containing HNF4 motifs in reporter assays showed that enhancer activity was partially dependent on this motif in many cases.
Certain cell type-specific transcription factors may promote enhancer activity by establishing an active chromatin state. These proteins, referred to as pioneer factors, bind closed chromatin and enable the binding of additional regulatory factors (56) . For instance, FOXA1, a transcription factor involved in endoderm development (57) , binds regions throughout the genome in breast and prostate cancer cells to promote nucleosome remodeling upon hormone stimulation (58 -60) . It appears that nucleosome displacement is a key aspect of enhancer activation, as histone modifications such as H3K4me2 are already present at enhancers prior to activation (54, 58, 59, 61) .
General Enhancer-binding Proteins
In addition to cell type-specific transcription factors, which function in a restricted range of tissues, it is also known that there are factors that associate with enhancers across a wide range of cell types. As indicated above, the acetyltransferase P300 binds enhancers across a wide range of cell types and tissues (22, 23, 26, 29 -31, 33, 62-68) . P300 generally binds to a small subset of H3K4me1-defined enhancers in the genome (Table 1 ). It has also been shown that the chromatin-remodeling protein CHD7, mutated in the developmental disorder CHARGE syndrome (69), binds putative enhancers in several cell types (70) . CHD7 occupies many P300-bound enhancers in mESCs but binds a larger fraction of H3K4me1-predicted enhancers than does P300 (33, 71) . Another chromatin-remodeling enzyme, BRG1, also appears to function as an enhancerbinding factor in several cell types (31, (72) (73) (74) . BRG1 expression is altered in cancers (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) , and its loss may play a role in the pathogenesis of CHARGE syndrome (80) . Some evidence also suggests that CHD7 may be involved in cancer (81, 82) . These findings highlight the general importance of chromatin remodeling at enhancers and also suggest that dysregulation of enhancer chromatin structure is pathogenic.
How Many Enhancers Are in the Genome?
The number of enhancers present in the human genome has been the subject of much speculation. Heintzman et al. (22) detected ϳ55,000 enhancers between the HeLa cervical carcinoma and K562 leukemia cell lines based on H3K4me1 enrichment, most of which were cell type-specific. By extrapolation to the 200 cell types of the human body, it was speculated that there could be on the order of ϳ10 5 -10 6 enhancers in the genome. However, because it is not known if H3K4me1 is present at all potential enhancer sites, this is only a rough estimate at present.
Within a given cell type, the number of enhancers as defined by promoter-distal H3K4me1 and/or H3K27ac enrichment is quite variable, ranging from ϳ18,000 to 76,000 in human and mouse cell lines and tissues ( Table 1 ). The number of distal H3K4me1 and/or H3K27ac sites in each cell type is generally far lower than the number of sites of open chromatin detected by DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq, highlighting the utility of histone modification ChIP-seq in locating enhancers (Table 1) . However, the figures presented here should be taken only as approximations. Variations in experimental and analytical parameters likely contribute a degree of variability to these enhancer surveys, and other histone modifications may mark enhancers independent of H3K4me1.
Summary and Future Challenges
Although the classification of enhancers by chromatin state is in its early stages, some general trends have emerged. Active enhancers, i.e. enhancers associated with high levels of gene expression and functions consistent with the current cell type, are marked with both H3K4me1 and H3K27ac (30, 31, 33) . Active enhancers may demonstrate transcription of ncRNA and display a transcriptional chromatin signature (H3K36me3 and pol II enrichment) (33, 36, 38) . Within a given cell type, active enhancers often harbor motifs for cell type-specific transcription factors (18) . Poised enhancers tend to be associated with low levels of gene expression and functions required later in development or upon stimulation. They are marked with H3K4me1 and may also contain H3K27me3 (30, 31, 33) . Histone modifications associated with enhancers are summarized in Table 2 .
Although our understanding of enhancer chromatin states has been greatly enhanced by the use of ChIP-seq, many unresolved issues related to chromatin state and enhancer function remain. Several of these are summarized below.
1) A major issue facing the field of enhancer genomics is the gap between prediction and functional validation of putative enhancers. Enhancer trap (86) and transgenic reporter (26) assays, which involve integration of reporter vectors into the genome, may be advantageous in this regard. However, these assays are relatively low throughput, expensive, and impractical for most laboratories. Luciferase reporter assays are generally accepted as a validation method, but there are several limitations to this approach. First, reporter assays require the use of plasmids, which lack native chromatin conformation and are thus not representative of the chromatin context in which the putative enhancer sequence would normally function. Second, the plasmids used in enhancer assays usually contain a general promoter such as SV40 rather than the enhancer's endogenous promoter, and it is therefore not clear how to interpret negative results. Finally, most genes are thought to be regulated by more than one enhancer, yet it is typically only a single enhancer that is tested in a reporter assay. Thus, in instances in which gene activation requires multiple enhancers, reporter activity may not be observed when a single enhancer is tested, although that enhancer might still be functional in vivo.
2) It is known that additional histone modifications localize to putative enhancers (24, 45) , but it is unclear how they relate to the currently understood enhancer chromatin states. It is also possible that entirely novel enhancer chromatin signatures will be discovered, as there is no reason a priori why all enhancers would be marked with H3K4me1.
3) It is unclear how histone marks are maintained at enhancers, where there is nucleosome remodeling (59, 60) , variant deposition (52) , and rapid histone turnover (83) . However, because robust ChIP-seq signals can be obtained for histone marks at enhancers, it stands to reason that there must be a mechanism in place to rapidly modify newly deposited histones. Histone-modifying enzymes such as P300 and EZH2 may remain bound to enhancers and modify histones as they are Associated with active enhancers 33, 36, 38 pol II is also present at H3K36me3-marked enhancers, consistent with ncRNA transcription from these enhancers deposited. However, this mechanism is speculative, and the kinetics of the erasure and re-establishment of histone marks at enhancers are not precisely known.
4) Although putative enhancers can efficiently be identified based on chromatin signatures, it is currently difficult to accurately determine the genes associated with enhancers on a large scale. Current computational strategies include associating an enhancer with its nearest gene and associating an enhancer with all genes located within a certain distance. There are several issues associated with these methods: enhancers can often be located quite far from their target genes and/or within other genes (for instance, a limb-specific Shh enhancer is located within an intron of the Lmbr1 gene, over 1 megabase away from its target promoter (84, 85) ), enhancers may not regulate all genes within a given distance, and current computational methods do not take into account enhancer-blocking CCCTCbinding factor boundaries (4) . Global approaches such as chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based technologies (86 -88) , chromatin interaction analysis with paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) (89 -91) , and 3C with DNA selection and ligation (3D-DSL) (92) have been used to study long-range chromatin interactions but are difficult to execute and may not have the resolution needed to see interactions over a broad range of distances. Thus, to conclusively associate an enhancer with a target promoter, low throughput 3C must be used. 5) Because it has been hypothesized that enhancers contact their target promoter(s) (1), it is possible that enhancer chromatin state is influenced by target promoter state or vice versa.
Indeed, Rada-Iglesias et al. (31) showed that promoters associated with H3K27me3 ϩ poised enhancers in hESCs also displayed appreciable levels of H3K27me3. Whether this is a general or Polycomb-specific phenomenon is not clear and bears further study.
6) It is not known if poised enhancers contact their target promoters. It may be argued that this is the case based on the finding that poised enhancers and their nearest promoters are both marked by H3K27me3 in hESCs (31) , but it may simply be that Polycomb proteins bind both enhancers and promoters independently and establish H3K27me3 to prevent looping. Analysis of chromatin conformation is necessary to address this issue.
7) As with most biological processes involving histone modification (93), a question of causality remains. Do histone marks define enhancers, or are they a consequence of the establishment of the enhancer state? The majority of distal H3K4me1 sites are cell type-specific (5, 22, 23, 30) , indicating that this mark is established de novo at enhancers during differentiation and arguing that cells possess an intrinsic "knowledge" of all genomic regions that are enhancers independent of histone modification. This knowledge might be mediated by CpG methylation levels, as there appears to be an inverse correlation between DNA methylation and enhancer activity (94 -97) , although the mechanistic basis of this relationship is unclear. Because of the large number of potential enhancers in the genome and the fact that cells generally display far fewer distal H3K4me1 sites than potential enhancers, it stands to reason FIGURE 1. Hypothetical model for establishment of enhancer chromatin states. An enhancer is occupied by non-H3K4-modified nucleosomes prior to stimulus. Upon differentiation or stimulus, H3K4me1/2 is acquired on these nucleosomes, which in turn promotes binding of a pioneer factor. The pioneer factor promotes nucleosome remodeling either by facilitating nucleosome sliding to expose enhancer DNA (59) or by promoting histone exchange to establish labile H3.3/H2A.Z nucleosomes, which are present at "nucleosome-free" regulatory elements (52) . This chromatin remodeling facilitates access of general enhancer-binding proteins (i.e. P300 (20) ) and additional factors involved in the establishment of different enhancer states. At active enhancers (left), P300 acetylates H3K27, H3K36 is trimethylated, and pol II binds and produces ncRNA. At intermediate enhancers (center), P300 is bound, but H3K27 is not acetylated. At poised enhancers (right), Polycomb proteins are bound and establish H3K27me3, and SETDB1 may also trimethylate H3K9.
that histone modifications, particularly H3K4me1, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3, may provide a means to "bookmark" these enhancers for immediate or later use. Thus, histone marks do not define enhancers per se but are used by the cell as a means to "arm" a subset of enhancers for activity by modulating chromatin structure and/or mediating interactions with non-histone proteins.
Despite these issues, the ChIP-seq studies summarized in this minireview provide a hypothetical model by which enhancer chromatin state might be established (Fig. 1) . Prior to differentiation or stimulation, enhancer DNA is occupied by nucleosomes not modified at H3K4. Upon stimulation, the cell's intrinsic memory of enhancers facilitates H3K4 methylation. H3K4me1/2 in turn favors pioneer factor recruitment, which then mediates nucleosome remodeling at the enhancer (58) . This remodeling may involve the sliding of nucleosomes to expose enhancer DNA, revealing binding sites for additional factors (59) , or the exchange of canonical H2A and H3 histones for the H2A.Z and H3.3 variants to form the labile double variant nucleosomes found at regulatory regions (52) . This nucleosome remodeling enables association of additional enhancerbinding proteins with DNA such as P300, which in turn may promote acquisition of additional histone marks such as H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3. These models are speculative at present, and much work is needed to conclusively determine how enhancer chromatin state is established. However, with the increasing power of ChIP-seq, these mechanisms will surely not remain a mystery for long.
